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President’s Report to the Annual General Meeting 

2 May 2019 
There is a significant difference between looking forward and looking back. The way forward is 
unknown, the path sometimes hidden, the challenges can seem insurmountable, the work both 
arduous and at the same time mundane, and it seems to take forever to achieve every task. Once the 
climb is over and the summit is attained, there is a moment to reflect on what has been achieved. This 
will be my last report to you as President of the Australian Geoscience Council (AGC), a role I 
undertook to carry out when I was nominated as the President-Elect on 7 June 2013. At the same time 
Jon Hronsky took over as the Chairman. So please indulge me if this report focuses on looking back, 
but as it all seems now to have happened in the blink of an eye, it is hopefully of value to consider 
what we have achieved. 

Firstly let me note that many of those at our AGM in 2013 are still heavily involved in supporting the 
AGC. Familiar names from that meeting are Dr Ron Hackney, Professor David Cohen, Kim Frankcombe, 
Sue Fletcher, Miriam Way and Dr Jon Hronsky all of whom are still on the Council. Many of the 
initiatives that we work on were also already formulated such as the National Rock Garden, GeoEdLink 
and the Tertiary Geoscience Education Survey. So it is evident that the first success we should reflect 
on is maintaining the continuity of great work established by the many previous Presidents, Chairs, 
Executives and Council representatives of the AGC. 

We started with the advantage that the 34th International Geological Congress in Brisbane, chaired by 
then out-going President Neil Williams, was a huge success. That put us in an excellent financial 
position with net assets at 31 December 2013 of $773,928. That conference also generated a 
substantial balance for the AGC and Australian Academy of Science (AAS) to establish a travel grant 
fund for geoscientists. Of course having all these funds meant that we had a responsibility to use and 
husband them wisely and appropriately, given the many diverse opportunities to provide support. 

Our first step was to establish our Strategic Plan which I have constantly referred to over the last five 
years in these reports to you. This Plan is one of the reasons for our success, and helping develop it is 
on the list of my top lifetime achievements. The essence of our Strategic Plan is its simplicity. It notes 
our Mission, established in our constitution, but it also articulates our Vision: “We will raise the profile 
of Geoscience to be pre-eminent in Australia and to be recognised as one of the great fields of general 
science with Physics, Chemistry and Biology.” Agreement on this Vision led to the establishment and 
definition of our three Strategic Pillars, which we then populated with Tasks for which we defined line 
items in our Budget. The Strategic Plan fits on one page and we have been asked by a number of other 
organisations if they can use it as a template. Below you will see a snapshot of the many things we 
have managed to achieve through the focus this tool has provided. 

If there is one remarkable outcome of this approach that Jon Hronsky, Ron Hackney and I developed 
with the Executive and Council, it is that at the end of 2018 our net assets are still $679,592. Our 
objective of spending $100,000 a year on supporting Geoscience fell a bit short, although our funds 
were supplemented by our annual Member Organisation fees ($29,735 in 2018). So we spent about 
$48,600 a year over the 5 years, including all the operating expenses, and we still have left 
substantially the same funds to support the AGC going forward, with our assets having declined by 
just over $94,000. Of course, spending money is not an indicator of effectiveness and the AGC has 
used its human capital to progress its ambitions very effectively.  

https://www.agc.org.au/resources/agc-strategic-plan-2015-2020/


I believe that our biggest achievements are intangible. We have engaged with the many organisations 
that impact on Geoscience in Australia. We have influenced them and other stakeholders and led by 
example to provide a focus on Geoscience (with a capital G). We have helped to get away from the 
confusion and lack of focus generated by talking about ‘earth sciences’. As the peak-body we have 
been able to support our Member Organisations in working together cooperatively without distraction 
on the important issues.  

In addition, we can list the following achievements over the last five years within each of our three 
Strategic Pillars: 

Geoscience Education 

We have financially supported GeoEdLink, ESWA, AUGEN, TESEP, Palms, CoRE, the Australian 
Science Olympiad and have actively sought out star performers and brought them together on our 
Education Subcommittee. The many threads of Geoscience Education that we wove together at 
the AGCC 2018 in Adelaide provides us all with remarkable clarity about the coherence for the 
future of Geoscience Education. 

We have promoted public awareness through the recognition of three National Geoscience 
Champions and we are supporting ways for them (Roy Woodall AO, Professor David Groves and 
Dr Marita Bradshaw) to engage with the broader community. 

We supported publication of the NSW Geotourism Map as a way to encourage similar initiatives 
in other States. 

We have developed the Early Career Geoscientists Travel Fund in conjunction with the AAS. Eleven 
scholarships were awarded in 2015, five in 2016, four in 2017 and five in 2018.  

We had active programs for Earth Science Week in 2016 and 2017 based on a social media 
outreach with a photo competition using hashtag #ozrockstocktake. This resulted in a number of 
radio interviews as the result of media releases. In 2018 our AGCC 2018 Convention in Adelaide 
was the major focus of Earth Science Week in Australia. 

We also presented at a number of events including the AESC 2016, the 35th IGC in Cape Town the 
annual Australasian University Geoscience Educators’ Network (AUGEN) meetings in 2016 and 
2017, and at the 10th International Mining Geology Conference in Hobart, as well as at a number 
of more informal events and opportunities. 

Advocacy 

We have continued to support UNCOVER Australia through a role on the Executive. 

We influenced, supported and promoted the Decadal Plan for Geoscience released by the AAS. 

We developed recommendations for the Undergraduate Syllabus (August, 2015), submissions on 
the National Groundwater Strategic Framework (June, 2015), the National Research Infrastructure 
Roadmap (September, 2016), CRCs for Geoscience (February, 2017), and the Resources 2030 
Taskforce (July, 2018).  

We are still actively supporting the National Rock Garden in Canberra. 

We fully engaged with Science and Technology Australia (STA) and commenced developing 
relationships with other science-based organisations in Australia to collectively have more 
influence on overall policy strategy, especially in the promotion of Science, Technology, 



Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) and in recognition of some geoscientists as ‘Superstars of 
STEM’. 

We have been well-represented at Science Meets Parliament meetings in Canberra and Science 
Meets Business meetings in Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne. 

We have recently established a Working Group that is developing a National Geotourism Strategy. 

We have developed our advocacy approach by developing positive working relationships with a 
Media Advisor and a public relations firm. This has resulted in 12 press releases between 2015 
and 2019 and many more supporting the AGCC 2018. These resources are available for our 
Member Organisations to draw on and the press releases are a record of the many public support 
activities we undertook. 

Sustainability 

We have welcomed the Australian and New Zealand Geomorphology Group (ANZGG) as a new 
Member Organisation. We have also reached out to other Geoscience organisations to invite them 
to attend future Council meetings as observers, including Geoscience Australia. 

We have reduced the frequency of Council meetings to quarterly but have tried to ensure that 
there are financial reports available beforehand and a President Report for dissemination 
afterwards. 

We employed Leanne Gunther as an Administration Officer on a part-time basis. This position 
enabled us to update our website and present more professionally at conferences as well as 
providing significant support to the organising committee for AGCC 2018. Arguably, the AGC could 
achieve more if we had more paid resources but we are conscious of minimising costs. 

We are establishing an Early Career Geoscientists network to provide ideas about member 
retention for all our Member Organisations. We nominated Dr Verity Normington as our ECG 
Ambassador to provide a point of focus on this. At the same time we appointed Marina Costelloe 
as the Diversity Ambassador to promote opportunities for all in Geoscience.  

We lobbied to get a strong representative for Geoscience on the Board of STA to represent our 
interests and aspirations and Marina Costelloe was elected to this position. 

Our major focus on Geoscience Sustainability over the last two years was our inaugural 
Convention in Adelaide from Sunday 14 to Thursday 18 October 2018. This had an excellent 
technical program, strong Plenary and Keynote speakers, world-class promotional material in both 
print and on the web, and wonderful support from our Patron Sponsor (Geoscience Australia), our 
Major Sponsor (Santos Limited) and from the SA Government. The reporting is still being finalised 
to ensure future organising committees have the benefit of the valuable lessons we learnt.  

The overall outcome was financially positive and the attendance of nearly 1100 people at this 
world-class event focusing on all aspects of Geoscience in our Region was significant. The feedback 
was all positive and there was a substantial benefit in demonstrating how all the Geoscience 
organisations in Australia work cooperatively for the benefit of all. 

The reason for holding this Convention was twofold: (1) We were attempting to emulate the 
success of the IGC in Brisbane and provide further financial resources to the AGC. While only a 
small surplus resulted, we have established a strong basis to run further successful Conventions. 
(2) We wanted to strengthen the connections between all the strands of Geoscience and to 

https://www.agc.org.au/news/media-releases/
https://www.agcc.org.au/press-releases/


engage our geoscientists and the broader public in a ‘grand conversation’ about our science and 
our roles. In this we were singularly successful, with the innovative ‘Big issues and Ideas in 
Geoscience Day’ proving a great success, worthy of emulation in the future.  

The Organising Committee for AGCC 2018 did a wonderful job and without them we would not 
have achieved nearly so much for Geoscience. I have personally and publicly thanked them 
previously and I encourage you all to engage with them about what we achieved to ensure that 
the next AGC Convention is as well planned and successfully executed.  

I would like to thank my colleagues Dr Jon Hronsky (Chairman), Dr Ron Hackney (Secretary) and Leanne 
Gunther (Administrative Officer), on the AGC Executive for their on-going hard work and support. The 
AusIMM has again provided professional support through Miriam Way and Ian Lewis as Treasurer 
which has been greatly appreciated.  

I welcome the incoming President of the AGC Professor David Cohen and believe that he will provide 
sound leadership. The new Secretary is Kim Frankcombe and he is already shouldering the load of this 
important role.  

I encourage the Presidents and Representatives of our nine Member Organisations to continue to 
provide united support for Geoscience in Australia and I thank them sincerely for their personal 
support and encouragement over the last five years. 

Having attained the summit, and reflected on how much we achieved in such a short time (the blink 
of an eye) I am again looking forward into the unknown, but with significant experience and great 
memories to sustain me. 

 

Dr Bill Shaw  

Past-President (2014-2019) 

Australian Geoscience Council. 


